Perspective Depth & Distance
(Watercolour Painting Tips & Techniques)
Synopsis
Clear, practical and easy-to-follow, this book draws the reader into understanding the principles of perspective using simple techniques, tips and step-by-step demonstrations.
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Customer Reviews
I like almost all Geoff Kersey's watercolor workbooks. While some reviewer expect complete hand-holding from start to finish, the average artist with some drawing and watercolor experience will find much to learn from this and his other workbooks. I rather appreciate that the photos and narrative aren't taken over by fold out sketches to copy. I've gotten several of his workbooks and never been disappointed.

Geoff Kersey is one of my favourite watercolourists, and not only does he have an incredible talent for painting, but he also has a wonderful teaching style...probably the best teacher I have ever experienced, which is very difficult to achieve in book form. I also subscribe to ArtTutor.com where Geoff has many video classes, and his teaching style in videos also is second to none. I have learned more from Geoff Kersey than from any other watercolour artist.

This is one of the best books that I have seen on Perspective & distance. Would recommend it to any one who paints or draws.
Simple basic techniques good information and instruction, I think this book will add to my skill level, shared it with friend who will order it also

I took up watercolor recently and ordered watercolor books from to read up on the subject, they had such good prices I ended up buying several. The books have great pictures, instructions & tips in them that are very helpful.

Book has all the information and tips I was hopig for. Unfortunately I had to wait more than three weeks for delivery! That's crap! I'll never order anything from them again.

A wonderful book.

I have been drawing off and on for years but this book I Found on in fact they recommend it for me Perspective Depth & Distance was great. I don't think I would have seen it on my own. Thanks again for finding it for me.
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